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Institute of Catalysis: general view
R&D activities of the ICP in the frame of the Spanish
National Research Council (CSIC)

Institute of Catalysis
Madrid, SPAIN
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Institute of Catalysis: general view
• To develop new advanced (bio)catalysts for
• To develop innovative (bio) catalytic processes
• To increase the competitiveness of our (bio)chemical industry
within the concept of

SUSTAINABLE (BIO)CHEMISTRY

mixed chemical
biological institute

ICP is a

and

devoted to catalysis
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Institute of Catalysis: general view
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Institute of Catalysis: general view
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Evaluation of
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Biochemical networking: a “Google” map-like view
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Biochemical networking: too complex?
Increasing complexity
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Promiscuity: implications in biochemical networking
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Such evolution process may provide a significant
competitive advantage in organisms thriving in
environments containing complex “food” webs 8

“-Omics” applied to promiscuity investigations
•HT 2D and
shotgun (meta-)
proteomics

•(Meta-) DNA
sequencing
Genetic determinants
Part list of
whole
community

variable
functions

- Significant differences exist in
single cells and communities
under different environmental
conditions

Proteomic determinants
- Significant differences
- Factors:

core functions

Co-lateral genetic effect, lifestyle,
environmental stimuli

Microbial
signatures
related to the
bio- and
geochemical
features

Biochemical network determinants
- Functional consequences?
- Functional equivalence?

•HT metabolomic
(HPLC, NMR, etc)
•(Meta-)genomics

- Promiscuos phenotypes remains unclear

Biochemcial
networks
(Connectivity
between parts
and
promiscuity)
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The history of “-Omics”
1926, Formulation of
prokaryote/eukaryote
concept

1977, A universal
phylogeny is possible –
16S rRNA

2011

1900

Description of 1925, Trials to
species
classified
bacteria

1945-1965, Establisment of
bacterial Molecular Biology

Many reasons may explain such
situation (i.e. some species might
be found at a particular site
merely because they were
accidentally transported there
but are not capable of
functioning)

1935, Observation about micro-organisms
Abundance
Industrial supply

> 99% non-cultivable
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The history of “-Omics”
1st

1989, example of
metaDNA isolation

1926, Formulation of
prokaryote/eukaryote
concept

1900

1977, A universal
phylogeny is possible –
16S rRNA

2004, 1st Metagenomic
sequencing project

1998, Handelsman introduce
the concept ‘Environmental
Genomics, Ecogenomics or
Community Genomics’
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Post-Genomics

Description of 1925, Trials to
species
classified
bacteria

1980, Bases
2005, HT
2005, Rondon
for DNA
established 1st
cultivation
1945-1965, Bases for isolation
strategies functional screen
in a DNA library
bacterial Molecular Biology
1986, DNA
sequencing
automated
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The history of “-Omics”
No more concepts
introduced
1997, the concept of
“proteomics” come
into use

1980

1988, the
terms
“genomics” is
introduced

1999, the concept of
“metagenomics” come
into use

1999, the term
“transcriptomic” is used to
define the monitoring of
global changes in gene
expression
1998, the term
“metabolome” is
used

2005-2008, “systems
biology” strategies

2011

2005, “structural
genomics” consortia
are funded

2000, the terms
“metabolomics”
is introduced
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“-Omics” applied to promiscuity investigations
Experimentally
characterized

• The existing sequence resources
have a valuable potential for
bioinformatics-based screens
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Problems of “-omic” investigations

Function deduced
by similarity

•
•

There is a serious problem in relation to the
quality and degree of completeness of the
annotation of (meta-) genomes
Majority of proteins will be never manually
annotated
Thus, wrong annotations in enzyme superfamilies containing multiple families that
catalyse different reactions are a large
problem that has been recognized
Inferred biochemical information are
incomplete
Mutations at residues may provide variants
from which new specificities can evolve
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“-Omics” applied to promiscuity investigations
Outstanding Research Questions at microbial
level:

“Some organisms are present in
high numbers whereas others can
be found at concentrations below
10 cells per gram of soil”

– The relative abundance of a certain group
of microorganisms is not necessarily
linked to their importance in the
community functioning
– Common organisms may not necessarily
play a critical role in a community despite
their numbers
• Organisms that only muster 0.1%
fraction can be of pivotal importance
– What is the “functional” complement in
different organisms and how does it
evolve?
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“-Omics” applied to promiscuity investigations

Outstanding Research Questions at
enzymatic level:
– How is metabolism performed?
• Principles of new metabolism
– How has evolution produced an
incredible variety of metabolic
activities from a limited number of
ancestral activities?
– How do they evolve?
– Can “environmental pressure” forces
“alternative” evolution pathways?
– Promiscuity and evolution
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The function-driven analysis of (meta-) genomes guarantees
identification of enzymes acting on defined substrates
To identify
To isolate and
niches of interest construct DNA libraries

To perform
HTP screens

To create collection of
(variant) enzymes

• Metagenomic is essential to create wide collections of a-la-carte
enzymes for both basic research and industrial applications
• In terms of basic research metagenomic can be applied to find
promiscuos enzymes able to perform chemically different reactions
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